Love Like a Symphony

Count: 64  
Wall: 2  
Level: Easy Intermediate

Choreographer: Grace David (KOR) & Jef Camps (BEL) - August 2020

Music: Symphony - Sheppard

Intro: 24 counts

S1: Cross, Hitch, Cross Shuffle, Kick-Ball-Cross, Side Rock/Recover
1-2  LF cross over RF, RF hitch
3&4  RF cross over LF, LF step side, RF cross over LF
5&6  LF kick diagonally L-forward, LF step side on ball of foot, RF cross over LF
7-8  LF rock side, recover on RF

S2: Cross, Hold, Side, Behind, Side, Cross Rock/Recover, Chasse ¼ Turn
1-2  LF cross over RF, hold
&3-4  RF step side, LF cross behind RF, RF step side *restart with step change in wall 5*
5-6  LF cross over RF, recover on RF
7&8  LF step side, RF close next to LF, ¼ turn L & LF step forward (9:00)

S3: ¼ Big Side, Drag, Ball-Cross, Side, Sailor Steps
1-2  ¼ turn L & RF big step side, LF drag towards RF (6:00)
&3-4  LF close on ball next to RF, RF cross over LF, LF step side
5&6  RF cross behind LF, LF step side, RF step side
7&8  LF cross behind RF, RF step side, LF step side

S4: Rock Forward/Recover, Back, Touch, Hold, Back, Touch, Back Touch, Out-Out, Hold
1-2  RF rock forward, recover on LF
&3-4  RF step R back, LF touch next to RF, hold
&5  LF step L back, RF touch next to LF
&6  RF step R back, LF touch next to RF
&7-8  LF step forward & out, RF step forward & out, hold

S5: Grace’ Sexy Shoulders Bit! ☺
1  Roll L-shoulder in as R-shoulder preps to roll in by moving backwards
2  Roll R-shoulder in as L-shoulder preps to roll in by moving backwards
3-4  Repeat counts 1-2
5  Step RF next to LF & roll L-shoulder in as R-shoulder preps to roll in by moving backwards
6-7-9  Repeat counts 2-4

Note: counts 1-4 can be done big and high, counts 5-8 can be done small and low

S6: Big Slide, Touch, ¼ Big Slide, Touch, Press Forward, Press Side, Behind, Point
1-2  RF big slide to R, LF touch next to RF
3-4  ¼ turn R & LF big slide to L, RF touch next to LF (9:00)
5-6  RF press on ball forward, RF press on ball side
7-8  RF cross behind LF, LF point side

S7: Crossing Samba, Cross, Flick, Cross, 1/8 Back, 1/8 Chasse
1&2  LF cross over RF, RF step side, LF step side (slightly moving forward)
3-4  RF cross over LF, LF flick
5-6  LF cross over RF, 1/8 turn L & RF step back
7&8  1/8 urn L & LF step side, RF close next to LF, LF step side (6:00)

S8: Cross Rock/Recover, Ball, Extended Weave
1-2 RF cross over LF, recover on LF
&3-4 RF close on ball next to LF, LF cross over, RF step side
5-6-7-8 LF cross behind RF, RF step side, LF cross over RF, RF step side

**Tag:** After wall 2 add following steps before starting your next wall (12:00)
1-2-3-4 LF cross over RF, RF sweep forward, RF cross over LF, LF step side
5-6-7-8 RF cross behind LF, LF sweep back, LF cross behind RF, RF step side

**Restart:** In wall 5 dance up to count 12 and add following steps (weave) before restarting (12:00)
5-6-7-8 LF cross over RF, RF step side, LF cross behind RF, RF step side